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REPORT OF THE SEVENTH SESSION OF THE JOINT SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
WORKING GROUP ON NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTATION
1.

OPENING AND ORGANIZATION OF THE SESSION

1.1
The seventh session of the Working Group on Numerical Experimentation
of the WMO/ICSU Joint Scientific Committee (WGNE) was opened by the Chairman
of the Working Group, Dr. L. Bengtsson, at 1000 hours on 18 February 1985 at
the Center for Professional Development and Public service, Florida state
University, Tallahassee, Florida. Participants in the session are listed in
the Appendix to this report.
1. 2
The Working Group agreed on the agenda to be followed and on its
working hours and arrangements for the session.

2.

RELEVANT ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS SINCE THE SIXTH SESSION OF THE WORKING
GROUP

2.1
Actions arising from the sixth session of the working Group were
briefly reviewed. All appropriate actions had been taken or would be considered at the appropriate point in the agenda of the present session.
2.2

Particular items of interest or events reported to the Working Group

were:
(i)

(ii)

The four specialised scientific seminars that had been arranged
in preparation for the Conference on the Results of the Global
weather Experiment and their Implications for the world Weather
watch (to be held in Geneva, May 1985) had all taken place as
planned. The seminars had provided summaries of the progress
made during the period of GARP in the areas of data assimilation anti observing systems experiments, numerical modelling and
the understanding of predictability, tropical meteorology and
diagnostic studies of the atmospheric circulation. outstanding
problems had been highlighted and recommendations made for
future activities in these areas which the working Group would
wish to take into account in its own work over the coming years.
An international Conference on the TOGA Scientific Programme
had been held in Paris in September 1984. The first three days
of the Conference had been devoted to a series of invited
scientific reviews on the themes of global atmospheric interaction, El Nifio and the Pacific, the monsoon and the Indian
Ocean, the tropical Atlantic region and the biological impacts
of El Nifio and the southern Oscillation, reflecting th~
scientific concepts contained in the draft plan for the TOGA
Programme. Following this, the Plan itself had been reviewed
and many useful comments obtained from participants. There had
also been a substantial series of presentations by participants
describing national and regional activities relevant to TOGA.
These latter presentations and the wide attendance at the
--confererrce____tmllca:t e --erre---in reresr ·tn. Yne- -prog ra:mme - ancrar e--a - - reflection of the convincing nature of the evidence that has
now been assembled that tropical ocean anomalies give recognisable signals in the global atmospheric circulation, especially
in the tropics.
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(iii)

The JSC Officers at their meeting in Innsbruck in October 1984
had proposed a standard procedure for renewal of membership of
the various working groups established by JSC (or jointly by
JSC and CCCO) namely that nominations for membership would be
for a period of three years, which could in principle be renewed once, the membership of each working group being reviewed
each three years. The Working Group on Numerical Experimentation considered that, in its particular case, two terms of four
years would be the most suitable and asked its chairman to put
forward this view at the forthcoming session of the JSC.

(iv)

The first session of the CAS Co-ordinating Group for Experimentation on Numerical weather Prediction had taken place in
Geneva in November 1984. The conclusions of this session and
the questions concerning the relationship between the CAS
Co-ordinating Group and the Working Group would be taken up in
agenda item 3.1.

3.

STRATEGY AND FUTURE PRIORITIES FOR WGNE ACTIVITY IN SUPPORT OF THE
WORLD CLIMATE RESEARCH PROGRAMME

3.1

Relationship with CAS Co-ordinating
Numerical Weather Prediction

Group

for

Experimentation

on

3 .1.1
It was recalled that, at the request of the ninth WMO congress, the
president of the WMO Commission of Atmospheric Sciences had established a
Co-ordinating Group for Experimentation on Numerical Weather Prediction
(CGE). The responsibility of this Group was to promote weather prediction
research on all time scales based on numerical techniques and to co-ordinate
numerical experimentation projects for this purpose. The CGE had also been
made formally responsible for overseeing further studies based on the analysis
of GARP data.
3.1.2
The CGE had so far met once (Geneva, November 1984) and the working
Group carefully reviewed the report of the session. The Working Group recognised that its own activities were becoming focussed on the numerical
modelling of climate and that there was an ongoing need for the co-ordination
of numerical experimentation related to Numerical :Weather Prediction, particularly that utilizing GARP data sets. It nevertheless seriously questioned
whether there should be separate international working groups for numerical
experimentation in weather prediction and climate.

3.1.3
The objectives of numerical experimentation for weather prediction and
climate research are different, but the underlying scientific problems are the
same, or at least intimately related, to the point that specific research
projects normally help both.
The Working Group highlighted the following
~~~~~~po-int-s-:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-~-----~------------~

( i)

The GARP data sets will continue to be used in WCRP studies,
especially for validation purposes and also to assess ways of
fulfilling data requirements for the WCRP, in addition to their
use as basic input data for weather prediction ex2eriments.

( ii)

It

is expected---uiat operational NWP-prodl.lcts will-be-Increasingly used as basic data sets for the WCRP (for example, global
upper-air analyses and surface ocean forcing fields for use in
TOGA).
An important task of the WGNE will therefore be to
continue assessing the quality and usefulness of NWP products
for such purposes.
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( iii)

The rc~finements tn parameteri.zation techniques resulting from
WCRP studies will benefit not only numerical cl i.mate si.mulations but also numerical weather prediction on all time
scales. on the other hand, many improvements in climate modelling will result from improvements introduced into numerical
models used for short and medium-range weather prediction.

( iv)

The activities i.n limited-area very short range and short range
prediction are already considered by the CAS working Group on
Short and Medium Range Weather Prediction Research, and by the
CAS Working Group on Tropical Meteorology, who are conducting
specific study projects along these lines. Therefore it was
understood that the CAS CGE would mainly orient its activity
towards medium- to long-range weather prediction, where the
overlap with current WGNE objectives is strongest.

(v}

Since the models used in climate modelling and in mediumto
long-range weather forecasting are similar, a strong inter-·
action between the two communities appears essential for
activitating progress in both directions.
For instance, the
model climate drift problem is a major concern tn mediumto
long-range prediction;
on the other hand, running climate
models in the forecasting mode is an excellent way of testing
their various components.

3.1.4
Taking into account the above considerations, the Working Group was of
the firm view that the co-ordination and promotion of numerical experimentation in numerical weather prediction and climate would be best served by the
establishment of a joint JSC/CAS Working Group on Numerical Experimentation.
It envisaged that some members of this group would be nominated by the JSC and
some by the president of CAS. The new Group would report both to the JSC and
to the president of CAS.
3.1.5
The working Group examined its terms of reference as laid down by the
JSC at its meeting in Venice, March 1983. It also considered the activities
of the CGE as set out by the Ninth WMO congress. It noted that the terms of
reference of a joint JSC/CAS Group accommodating the proposed responsibilities
of the CGE could be achieved by a relatively minor textual modification of the
current terms of reference of the Working Group. It thus suggested that the
proposed joint Group should advise on:
(i)

the development of numerical models for use in large-scale
numerical weather prediction and in the WCRP, including
critical reviews and diagnostics of shortcomings

(ii)

the parameterization of atmospheric and land surface processes
ocean motl-eners for intercnange of~information on
appropriate modelling techniques and the requirements for the
development of coupled ocean/atmosphere models

(-ttt-)~ti,rtsolfViTtrn

(iv)
(Y L

the validation stragety for climate models
_weather__ and_c1imate __p_r_edictabilit¥--stud-ies-and--cl-imate -sen""
sttivity and impact studies

(vi)

numerical experimentation and studies exploiting GARP data sets
(e.g. FGGE, ALPEX, etc.)

(vii)

observing system and data assimilation
numerical weather prediction and climate.

studies

for

both
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3 .1.6
In conclusion, the Group stressed that it considered the proposed
arrangements would lead to the most effective fostering of internati.onal
collaboration in numerical modelli.ng for both numerical weather prediction and
climate, and would be the most efficient in terms of manpower and finance. I t
requested that the Chairman of WGNE communicate the proposal to the forthcoming session of the JSC.
The Chairman of the CGE agreed to inform the
president of CAS of the views of the working Group as a matter of priority.
3.2

Qutline. of
m.odelling

a

long

te"rm_stra~for_the

__development

of

climate

3.2.1
'I'.aking into account the general strategy for climate modelli.ng as
incorporated i.n the plan for the WCRP, the Working Group had initiated a
discussion at its sixth session on future steps to be taken and priorities for
the development and improvement of climate models. Much effort is necessa.ry
to develop more realistic climate models with attention first being given to
the outstanding linked problems of "climate drift" and "systematic errors".
These deficiencies, which can be substantial, have -a detrimental -effect on
overall results, but, at present cannot be attributed to specific causes.
Many processes, which may be incompletely and inaccurately modelled, are
likely to be involved. The Working Group laid out a series of questions that
should be tackled:
influence of model resolution, orography, upper boundary
condition, ocean-atmosphere interaction, land surface processes, radiation and
clouds, convective processes.
Influence of resolution
3.2.2
The models presently used in climate simulations are relatively low
resolution compared to those used in operational numerical weather prediction. I t is unlikely that this situation will change, at least, in the near
future.
In principle, climate models need not resolve explicitly the unpredictable transient eddies, :Lf their effects on the more slowly varying large
scales can be parameterized. In any case, the use of high resolution models
i.s impractical for the very long integrations or the large statistical ensembles of numerical simulations needed in climate modelling studies, because
of the present limitations in computing power (see Table l).
Table l -

Estimates of computer elapsed time (in hours) for a one-month
simulation, -as a function of horizonta.l resolution using triangular
truncation in spherical harmonics. ECMWF' - 16 level model.

cray l
Oc.-5

T40

3

T63

12

Tl06

cray X-MP2
~•• J.-5.

Cray X-MP4
. 0..--0:J

0.75

0.4

3

1.5

12

6.0

-----------------+----------~-----------~---------------
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3.2.3
In this context, the problem of the sensitivity of the simulated
climate to resolution deserves special attention. The questions involved are
not straightforward since many aspects of the models' formulation (including
the dynamical and physical sub--grid scale parameterizations) are sensitive to
resolution. It is apparently for this reason that higher resolution models do
not automatically produce a better climatology and there is clearly need for
investigation in this area. While models designed for the first stream of the
WCRP (which need to predict relatively small-scale anomalies starting from a
defined initial state) will probably require higher resolution than those to
be used for the second and third stream, the situation is not yet clear. In
all cases a dramatic improvement in the realism of the climatic simulation is
necessary. The current view is that this may be accomplished to a considerable extent by developing parameterization schemes which are physically correct and suitable at different resolutions.

3.2.4
The large-scale dynamical effects of mountains on the atmospheric circulation are not yet well understood, and, accordingly, it is unlikely that
the representation of mountains in models is adequate. This is a question of
crucial importance since the systematic error observed in numerical integrations has been found to be sensitive to the representation of orography (e.g.
using "envelope" orography instead of a mean value or inclusion of orographic
processes such as gravity wave drag). Nonetheless, an encouraging degree of
success has been achieved in simulating orographically induced features in
very high resolution models, and this could provide a benchmark for developing
parameterizations that would more accurately represent orographic influence in
the sort of models that will be used for climate simulations.

3.2.5
Numerical models with levels in the stratosphere show similar systematic errors after a few days integration, namely that upper level temperatures
are too low and winds are too strong, especially in the polar winter.
The
domain of integration must be vertically limited and this is usually done with
an articifical upper boundary surface through which, in general, no exchange
of mass or energy is permitted. This condition may play an important part in
the generation of the systematic errors in the stratosphere. The simulation
of planetary scale features appears to be sensitive to a combination of
factors, including the numerical formulation of the model, the specification
of thermal and mechanical dissipation, radiation and cloudiness. Just how the
formulation of the upper boundary condition and of these other physical
processes interact to modify the behaviour at stratospheric levels is not
clear and must be the subject of further investigation.

The ocean surface 12arameter having the great~st io!J.YftOJ.::_e~on~the
circulation- is the sea surface temperature and most atmospheric
models are formulated with this parameter as the lower boundary condition.
For short and medium range weather prediction, it is normally sufficient to
assume that sea surface temperature remains constant for the period of the
forecast. For the various streams of climate research, different approaches
---------~w~rrr-oe employed.
For the first stream, aiming at establishing the physical
----bas-is--for--the--predtctton--uf-weaTner-.:m~ma:neson -tTme-'scares· -of--one--lo-two ____ _
months, it may be necessary to take into account changes in sea surface
temperature resulting from the regular seasonal cycle and evolution of sea
surface temperature anomalies. The Working Group will undertake sensitivity
3. 2. 6

~~~~-----=a~tmos-pheric

_.;
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studies tn this regard and, i f it appears necessary, explore simplistic
methods of varying sea surface temperature appropriately (e.g. statistical/
emptrical methods, simple upper ocean mixed layer models responding to changes
in the atmospheric circulation).
3.2.7
The second stream of climate research, a1m1ng at predicting variations
of the global climate over periods up to several years, depends on studying
and eventually modelling the coupled ocean-atmosphere system using a truncated
version of ocean dynamics restricted to the tropical parts of the Atlantic,
Indian and Pacific Oceans. Before the required coupled models can be developed, the treatment of the ocean/atmosphere interface in atmospheric models must
be refined and the Working Group is already giving high priority to a programme of assessment of interface fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heat
and net radiation as currently estimated by atmospheric models.
3.2.8
For the third stream of climate research, aiming at characterising
variations of climate over periods of several decades and assessing the
potential response of climate to either natural or man-made influences, fully
coupled ocean/atmosphere models are necessary especially for the refinement of
ocean modelling. The Working Group expressed the view that there must be
close collaboration with the relevant ccco working groups to foster the
appropriate developments and to explore jointly the various dynamical and
physical problems.

3.2.9
In numerical simulations, it has been found that the behaviour of the
atmospheric circulations shows sensitivity to the state of the land surface
(i.e. whether wet or dry). The physical mechanism believed to underlie this
sensitivity is that of evapotranspiration influencing the convective precipitation over land to provide a feedback process which may, for instance, sustain an already existing drought. However, a proper representation of evapotranspiration in models presents considerable difficulties because of the
dependence on land surface characteristics and vegetation. A better understanding of evapotranspiration on a scale which can be represented by climate
models is required and further numerical experimentation in this area will be
organized when new data becomes available from the land surface experiments
presently being planned. Numerical experiments studying the effect of surface
albedo (as influenced by snow and vegetation) as well as the prescription of
surface roughness are required to obtain clearer understanding of model sensitivity at different time scales.

Radiation and clouds
3.2.10 The effect of clouds on radiation is of major importance and the way
clouds are represented in models is consequently of primary concern. The
recent activity of the working Group in this area will continue and concentrate on the way models predict/simulate the parameters that determine
CiouaTness Tsuth as liumi<rity), convective actiVity ahd oounaary- layer strat1fication. The generation of boundary layer stratus and stratocumulus as well
as of cirrus from large scale convective systems is particularly difficult and
an assessment of model performance in this respect is necessary. Data collected tn the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project should be par-----------rrcuiariy-us~fui-in-thts-r~artl.

3. 2.11 The vertical sub-grid scale turbulent fluxes of heat, moisture and
momentum are complex and important processes whose parameterization needs
particular attention.
Moist convection schemes as presently used have a
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number of adjustable parameters which are tuned to produce realistic results
for a specific model. There is evidently scope for further refinement ln the
basic representation of convection tn atmospherlc circulation models.
The
current simple phenomenological schemes are also not adequate for describing
organised mesoscale convective structures or shallow convection both of which
are of considerable importance in the tropics. It is expected that this subject will continue to be a major research area in the coming years, and that
reviews of progress being made should be regularly carried out.
3.2.12 The Working Group is already undertaking studies in two of these areas
(ocean-atmosphere interaction, see items 4.1 and 4. 2 below, clouds and radiation, see item 4.4 below). Further initiatives on other topics will be framed
in due course. However, in this regard, the Working Group noted the fundamental importance of many of these topics also to weather prediction research
on all time--scales, reinforcing its view that it would be preferable to have a
joint JSC/CAS Group on Numerical Experimentation (see item 3.1 above).
3.3

The implementation of the WCRP-climate modelling

3.3.1
The Working Group was informed of the background to the drafting of
the first Implementation Plan for the WCRP. The WMO Executive council at its
thirty-sixth session (Geneva, May 1984) had requested JSC to organize a first
intergovernmental "Informal Planning Meeting" as soon as practical in 1985 or
1986, to bring together representatives of all agencies which would be prepared to participate in the implementation of the WCRP. This request had been
considered by the meeting of the JSC Offlcers (Innsbruck, Austria, October
1984) and it had been recognized that a major milestone for the preparation of
the intergovernmental consultation would be a statement of the resource requirements for the first phase of the Programme. It was agreed that this will
take the form of one document, entitled: "First Implementation Plan for the
WCRP", and include, inter alia, the following topics:
four dimensional analysis of basic meteorological fields and
other derived fields required in the WCRP
climate modelling (basically atmospheric GCMs, but also including as far as possible the needs of coupled ocean--atmosphere modelling)
The Working Group was invited to draft material on which the sections of the
Implementation Plan on these topics could be based.
3. 3. 2
In respect of the first of these items, the Working Group considered
the production, archival and international availability of quality-controlled,
analysed fields of important climatological parameters describing the circulation of the atmosphere and the oceans, and especially the energy and momentum
transfers within these media and through the interfaces or boundaries was an
~~~~~-essen.t4a·l-e0mp0nent-of~tne~weRP-.-Tak'tn-g--tn-ro -account tlie- progress acllieved-i'""h,....---- ------the analysis of global atmospheric data for the purpose of numerical weather
prediction (NWP), it was believed that the global fields of the main meteorological parameters required could be based on the outputs of existing operational numerical weather prediction centres. I t would be desirable for at
_ _ _ _ _ _ Le_as_t_two..,_and-p.r.-e-f-e-r:ab-1-Y-t-h-r:ee-Gen-t-r:es-,-t:e-Hnder:-t:-ake-t-he-res-pons-i-b-H-1:-ty-of----- --------'

______ _<!_rcl}_i vi_rl_g__Qf__t_h~q_ELJ!a._s ic an_a_l_yseS....__ No_s_i.gnif icanL_ext ra-comput-ing--ef-for-t--ove-r------ that already employed would be necessary, but depending on the nature of the
centre's existing archiving/storage facilities, some enhancement might be
needed in order to be able to save analyses in a consistent format for at
least a period of 10 years. Both uninitialized and initialized fields (as
produced) should be available. The centres would have the responsibility of
making the analyses available to scientists as requested in a reasonable
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format at cost.
It is naturally expected that there will be a gradual
improvement in the quality of the analyses as time goes on and par- ticular
attention has to be given to improving the accuracy of water vapour
distribution. Centres should make efforts to ensure that the analyses are
saved in as homogeneous a form as possible and that a-ll significant modifications to data assimilation/analysis schemes and the characteristics of the
resulting changes in the analysed products are carefully documented. Thorough
documentation of appropriate statistics on rejection and modification of
observed data at the various stages of the assimilation process should also be
available.
3.3.3
Depending upon further investigations and validation of atmospheric
general circulation model products, other derived fields such as vertical
velocity, bulk atmospheric heating rate, heat and waJ;er fluxes across the
air-sea interface, net radiation fluxes at the surface, which are computed in
the course of numerical prediction runs may also be required. The working
Group is undertaking an investigation of the quality of these parameters. If
shown to be more accurate than those based directly on atmospheric measurements or inferred indirectly in other ways; fields of these derived quantities
will serve as reference climatological data sets for the WCRP together with
the basic Level III meteorological fields referred to above. These productsare already routinely calculated in some centres and therefore no significant
extra computing or developmental resources would be necessary but the volume
of material to be archived would be increased significantly.
3. 3. 4
Regarding climate modelling, as laid out in the Scientific Plan for
the WCRP, progress in the WCRP will depend upon a wide range of numerical
predictability and sensitivity experiments (i.e. to determine how accurately
climate variations can be predicted for streams 1 and 2, and to determine
effects of changes in external forcing such as C02 for stream 3). A hierarchy of models will need to be exploited in these experiments ranging from
high resolution atmospheric and oceanographic circulation models to lower
resolution and/or simplified models for investigation of particular problems.
With the steady and continuing reduction expected in the magnitude of model
"systematic errors" and "climate drift", the advantages of higher resolution
simulations (as manifested in better mean climatologies and higher order
statistics) will become more marked. Thus it is assumed that a considerable
number of climate predictability or sensitivity studies using models of relatively high resolution involving multi-year integrations will be carried
out. The computing demands of such models are well known and are a limiting
requirement for climate modelling. For example, to integrate an atmospheric
circulation model as currently used with a horizontal resolution of 2° (corresponding approximately to a triangular truncation at 63 waves in spherical
harmonics) and 15 levels in the vertical for a simulated year takes 100-150
hours on one of the latest generation of super--computers (e.g. CRAY-1: see
Table 1. section 3.1 of this report). Foreseen increases in computing power
would be likely to be consumed at an equivalent rate because of increased com~~~--~PlelCi.ty___aL_p_ar~allle_t.ex~izat.ions_(..irL-,.or.de_r~to_giv.e~mp.r.ov.ed_c1-imat.e_srimu-ta.t~ions-)~-

and increased length of integrations.
Repeated and varied integrations of
different types will be necessary (e.g. validation of parameterizations of
various processes, prediction and sensitivity experiments).
The resources
needed to run appropriate full global ocean models are likely to be even
larger.
on the other hand, the requirements for the type of ocean model
covering a limited domain needed for the early stages of the WCRP will be
- ---sign1flcaritTyless tnan -tfils~ e. g :--fOrTooA-;--aro-XTo- ocean moael over the
tropical belt, 15 levels in the vertical (down to a few hundred metres) would
only require 1-2 hours for an annual integration).

3. 3. 5
Evidently only centres having substantial computi.ng resources could
contribute to tho sort of high resoluti.on sensitivity studies referred to
above. However, numerous experiments will also be requi.red in these and other
centres with lower resolution and/or simpler models in order to study specific
questions, e.g. one--dimensional or column models for parameteri.zation problems, lower resolution three--dimensional models for estimates of climate sensitivity on long ttme scales. such models would require more modest computi.ng
resources [e.g. a T2l three-dimensional model may be run for one year using 6
hours on one of the latest generation of super--computers (see Table l,
section 3.1)].
3. 3. 6
In sununary, for progress towards the objectives of the WCRP, there
must be avai.lable substantial computing resources and supportlng man-power Eor
carrying out the required numerical experimentation. A number of research and
modelling centres with the required scientific staff and computing resources
capable of running models of greater or lesser complexity already exist.
These centres are striving to improve the numerical models used for climate
simulation/prediction and are devoting substantial scientific and computing
resources to the problems involved.
Centres would be asked to continue to
devote at least these resources to the development of models in support of the
WCRP, and if possible, to augment computing resources and supporting manpower
for numerical experimentation with a range of models. Major efforts must be
continued to be directed towards the i.mprovement of models for climate simula-tion, in particular studies of resolution of models needed for investigating
specific aspects (i.e. involving experiments with a range of resolutions and
hierarchy of models). A programme of experimentation with ocean models, i.nvolving their validation and the effect of resolution studies is also necessary. However, i.n the first phase of the WCRP, first pri.ority should be given
to the development of atmospheric circulatton models for stream 1 of the WCRP
and of atmosphere/tropical ocean models for TOGA.
Internationally, centres
should be prepared to commit a suitable fraction of their resources Eor internationally co-ordinated numerical experimentation directed towards answering WCRP problems (e.g. assessment/comparison of different parameterization
schemes that might be undertaken by the Working Group, experiments in the
simulation of TOGA events, a range of sensivity and predictability experiments). Furthermore, centres having substantial computer resources and soft-ware would be invited to make facilities available for other research groups
(lacking their own facilities) to carry out and/or analyse numerical experiments. It is considered desirable that many centres contribute results to the
international experimentation programme to provide a satisfactory basis for
comparison/assessment of results.

4.

DEVELOPMENT OF CLIMATE MODELS 1:-'0R USE IN THE WCRP

4.1

f)tudies of sensitivity
context of TOGA

to sea-surface

temperature anomalies_ i.n the

4.1.1
Most of the recent modelling studies of the sensitivity of the atmos-pheric circulation to sea surface temperature anomalies were reported at the
Symposium on Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Models i.n Liege in May 1984 and reviewed
at the following session of the Working Group (the sixth). There were no new
_ _ _ _ _ _ ,s-1-gn.tf~ican.t-r:e.su-l-t.s~r:::epor:t.ed-at-t.h-i-s-se-ss-ion-of-t.he-We~:-k.-ing-Gr:eu£:> •.- - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ _ _I

!
i

4 .1. 2
At its sixth session, the working Group had recommended that a work·shop to review further results from sensivity experiments be held later in
1985, probably at NCAR.
The mechanism of the atmospheric response to the
sea-surface temperature anomalies as si.mulated by genera.! circulation models
would be studied, particular attention being given to changes i.n model predicted surface fluxes and wind E:ields. As well as representatives of modelling groups .who are directly involved in mounting expertments and analysing
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results, members of the oceanographic collUUunity should also attend to give
their collUUents on the surface Eluxes and wind fields being si.mulated.
J. Shukla and M. Blackmon were nominated as eo-convenors of the workshop.
4. l. 3
The 'Working Group reviewed the initial steps that had been taken
towards the organization of the workshop which was being planned for
9-·12 December 1985 at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colorado. Taking account of the objectives of the workshop, the working Group
put forward additional parameters that should be sought from modelling groups
for the common expertments that had been proposed:
(i)

surface wind/wind stress:
thi.s was
coupli.ng atmospheric and oceanic models

a

vital

component

in

( ii)

fields such as the outward going long--wave radiation anomali.es
as calculated by models; these lend themselves to easy intercomparison and are helpful in understanding the atmospheric
response.

4 .1. 4
The Working Group further considered that experiments examining the
response of the atmospheric circulation to sea surface temperature anomalies
in other oceans were also of considerable interest, i.n particular the East
Indian Ocean/Indonesian regions where observational and theoretical studies
have indicated there may be particular sensitivity. Atlantic anomaly experiments would also be of lnterest.
To facilitate the comparison between the
results of different models, it was suggested that an additional collUUon
experim(~nt using an appropriate (standard) sea surface temperature anomaly be
proposed. One session of the workshop should be devoted to reviewing results
of such experiments.
The Working Group noted that this question was of
particular concern to the TOGA Scientific steering Group which is assembling
evidence for the existence of specific limited regions of the tropical oceans
where anomalies appear especially to affect the atmospheric circulation and
therefore where a specification of sea-surface temperature accuracy of better
than 0.3°K may be requi.red.
4.1.5
The plans for the workshop also included a proposal for experiments
with ocean general circulation models.
The working Group considered that
these should also be standardised as far as possible, by specifying an appro-·
priate set of surface wind stress (and heat flux) values and anomalies for a
defined period.
It was very important in the development of coupled ocean/
atmosphere models to be aware of the range of responses of ocean general circulation models to a particular set of initial conditions.
4.1.6
'l'he Chairman undertook to write to Drs. Blackmon and Shukla relaying
the Working Group's suggestions.
4.2

~he_de~~lopme~t

of_goupled ocean-atmosphere models

4.2.1
Progess 1n many of the most important
creating coupled ocean-atmosphere models. As
certainties concerning the mode of coupling
whether the flux quantities, taken directly
adequate for driving the oceanic component.

problems in climate depends upon
yet, however, there are many un-·
to be used, and, i.n particular,
from the atmospheric model, are

--4--:-T.-2-- P.r:5- a- -P renmrnary-c.JIIoiT-To -try--ana--narrow tne-uncefta].nlTe-s~t n.eworki.ng Group has i.nitiated a comparison of surface flux quantities derived
from analyses produced by the data assimilation systems ln use at ECMWI:'' and at
the United Ki.ngdom Meteorological Office respectively. The average values of
momentum, heat and water vapour Eluxes derived from nine analyses produced for
tho most recent Observlng System Experl.mNtt period, starti.ng 27 P'ebruary 1979,
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were determined and compared.
There were substantial differences between
them.
Thus. in the Atlantic, the values associated with a deep depression
were greater in the ECMWJ:i' analysis by a factor of 1. 5 - 1. 75. At lower latitudes, although exchange values were considerably smaller, the ratio between
the two sets were often even greater. It seems likely that these differences
would be important for driving ocean models, particularly in the tropics.
4.2.3

The differences apparently arise from three sources:
(i)

different formulations of the surface exchange computations
(ECMWl'' uses a sea surface roughness which increases with wind
speed, and this accounts for much of the differences in the
North Atlantic);

( ii)

systematic model differences which lead, among a variety of
effects. to different lapse rate conditions within the planetary boundary layers. particularly in the tropics;

(iii)

different treatment
data assimilation.

of or adjustment

to observations during

4.2.4
For some purposes. the differences may not be crucial, for example, in
forecasting large-scale weather systems or in climatic integrations where the
atmospheric models variables can adjust to provide internal consistency.
These beneficial effects of 'model atmospheric drift' cannot be relied upon
for overcoming the problems encountered in driving ocean models, though there
could be some mitigation of them by 'tuning' the ocean model to the atmos-·
pheric model output.
4.2.5
In the view of the Working Group, it was essential to continue to
explore the problem and verify as far as possible, the surface flux determinations in global models. The following further actions were recommended:
(i)

the zonal and meridional stress components should be determined
separately for the nine analyses before the results are presented for comment to the TOGA Steering Group;

(ii)

for the analyses used in the comparison reported here, efforts
should be made to determine the relative importance of the
three error sources noted above for example, by applying the
algorithm from one model to the analysis of the other, by
examining the tropical surface winds and stabilities and by
carrying out comparisons based on ensembles of short-range
forecasts;
1

(iii)

the differences between surface-wind analysis and the 'first
guess'
fields in the forecast/analysis cycles should be
-~~~--~e""x"'a-..;m""·:!:neato oetermihe dif tliey reveal ·systematic· chc:mges attributable to incorrect momentum exchange coefficients;
(iv)

that the comparison should be extended to include other models
and other periods notably taking advantage of the FGGE reI

---------------.an-a-lysis-b·e·irrg-c-arrreli--orrt---.rt-ECMWF~-at:-uFDLaflcr-involvi-=n:-:::g;;----

______ - -----------ana-1-y-ses-made-by-NMGr-GhA£-and-FBU.-------·-···--·--·------A. Gilchrist agreed to continue to organize this activity on behalf of the
Working Group.

J
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4.2.6
Also on this subject G. Boer reported that he and s. Lambert of the
Canadian Climate centre were undertaking an intercomparison of energy, moisture and momentum fluxes across the ocean/atmosphere boundary as simulated in
(non-coupled) atmospheric general circulation models in long-term climate
simulations (in contrast to the evaluation of these fluxes as derived from a
series of actual analyses discussed above). Hitherto, these model climatological surface fluxes have not been closely studied since actual values are
only poorly known and, with fixed sea surface temperature, there is no feedback mechanism. Nonetheless, if these quantities are not reasonably simulated
in these circumstances, there could evidently be little expectation of success
with and realistic behaviour of coupled ocean-atmosphere models. Furthermore,
differences between these fields from different models could be revealing as
to the consequences of various boundary layer treatments and other parameterizations. Comparison of the fields with extended average values derived from
analyses would also be an essential step in this activity.
4.2.7
This intercomparison was a worthwhile extension to the Working Group's
initial activity in this area, being an essential first step towards including
results from models used for climatic simulations only more fully in working
Group evaluations of models' characteristics and behaviour. Groups which had
carried out suitable climate integrations with atmospheric general circulation
models were therefore encouraged to participate in this study and were asked
to contact G. Boer and s. Lambert if they had not already been approached.
4.3

calculations of ocean-basin energy fluxes from model-derived analyses

4. 3 .1
Further calculations of the divergence of the vertically integrated
net energy flux vector (from which local values of the source/sink term for
atmospheric energy may be deduced) were reported. New assessments had been
made using ECMWF and United Kingdom Meteorological Office analyses for July
1984, with particular attention focussed on the North Atlantic "CAGE" region,
and also on the basis of the GFDL and ECMWF F'GGE Level III-b analyses for
July 1979.
4. 3. 2
comparisons between the two results for each period revealed that in
both cases, the transient components of the energy flux and their divergence
(and thus the associated source/sink terms) were in relatively good agreement. on the other hand, the mean component of the energy flux displayed
large differences as did the source/sink terms.
The net differences were
found to be locally large over much of the globe, including the North Atlantic
region, but because of cancellation when averaging the source/sink terms over
the "CAGE" region, there was only a relatively small difference of 8 Wm-2
between the ECMWF and Meteorological office analyses for July 1984. This
result is similar to the previous comparison by swinbank reported at the fifth
session of the Working Group, in November 1983 (see paras 3.3.11 - 3.3.11 and
Appendix c of report of fifth session, WCP-71). An average over the North
Atlantic "CAGE" region had not been explicitly carried out in the case of the
-EGMWI•~aR4~GFD~FGGE~-I-I-I-=b~aRa-l-y-ses-J::e:r-Ju-l-y-1~9=7·9..-bu-t;--i·t-appeared--tm-like-ly----

that the large local discrepancies would average out to give as small a difference as had been found in the ECMWF/Meteorological Office comparison.
4.3.3
As well as being of potential interest for ocean basin heat flux
studies . some i ndlc.a.ti.o.n__is_pr_oj,dded_of__the_inter:nal_cons.ist.enc_y_and_compar=-~~
ability of analyses. Although the accurac~uirement for energy_fluxes_in __ _
---the WCRPof_W_wm_.:z- can apparently be attained (insofar as the ECMWF and
Meteorological Office analyses differed by less than this amount when averaged
over a large area such as the North Atlantic), the substantial local differences limit the confidence that can as yet be placed in these assessments.
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I t was also noted that the differences between the ECMWF and GFDL analyses
were especially large in tropical regions;
this was assumed to be a
reflection of the effects of the different data assimilation schemes and
different estimates of the divergent component of the flow in the tropics.

4.4

Clouds and radiation

4.4.1
Further results were available from the Working Group intercomparison
of treatment of cloud prediction and cloud/radiation interaction in atmospheric general circulations. Three papers summarizing the results were presented:
(i)

Cloud/radiation intercomparison for 12 June 1979

(ii)

Cloud interpretation in the Meteorological Office 15-layer model

( iii)

Comparison of relative humidities
logical Office models.

in the

ECMWF and Meteoro-

4. 4. 2
The first paper showed the results of a second intercomparison of
model-predicted clouds carried out in a similar way as for the first case
January 1979 (see section 3.2, WGNE-V report; section 3.1, WGNE-VI report).
In this second intercomparison, cloud simulations in forecasts from the same
initial time (l2Z, ll June 1979) prepared by five modelling groups (ECMWF,
Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique,
Japanese Meteorological Agency,
Meteorologie Nationale
(Toulouse) and the Meteorological Office) were
examined.
Although cloud/radiation data had been requested from groups for
forecasts up to 72 hours, the comparison of the model-predicted clouds was
limited to 24 hours into the forecast period (that is, results for l2Z,
12 June 1979). This should have allowed forecast models to achieve an approximation to their own "equilibrium" humidity structures, but is sufficiently
close to the initial time for forecast errors to be reasonably small. Attention was particularly given to the representation of cloudiness in selected
areas and the treatment of some specific synoptic features in comparison to
the evolution indicated by Meteosat and TIROS-N composite visible and infrared images.
When available, model calculations of the outgoing infra-red
radiation and albedo were also compared with TIROS-N measurements.
4.4.3
The results of the second
January case:
(i)

intercomparison paralleled those of

the

ability to represent cloudiness realistically depends directly
on model resolution;

( ii)

models generally are able to represent satisfactorily cloud
systems associated with major synoptic or general circulation
features of the atmosphere, in turn linked to areas of notably
~~~-----~·-----·---·~---~~~-~hi:cgh~er--l:ew-r·e·l·at;i:v~humid·hte·s·; (iii)

some features, notably boundary layer cloud and high cirrus
associated with deep convection are usually not represented
reliably.

4. 4. 4
The second PJ'U>er descr_lb_e_d_an_exp.er_imenL_to __assess--the-ef-fect-of-the--tuning of a variety of cloud prediction schemes to their respective radi.ation
parameterization and numerical forecast models by testing a number of the different humidity-based cloud schemes in one model (namely, the Meteorological
Office operational global forecast model). The model had been integrated for
24 hours (from data for 12Z, 21 January 1979) in order to remove specific
analysis bias but retaining a high degree of resemblance to the observed
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circulation. The clouds diagnosed from these fields with different types of
algorithms were then examined, the "critical" or "threshold" relative humidity
values having been adjusted so that each scheme gave approximately the same
amount of total cloud. The types of schemes tested were:
(i)

quadratic dependence
humidity is exceeded;

on

relative

humidity

when

a

critical

(ii)

cubic dependence on relative humidity when a critical humidity
is exceeded;

(iii)

as (i) but addition of a stability dependent term (Meteorological Office) ;

( iv)

as ( i) but critical humidity varies with height (ECMWF);

(v)

polynomial dependence on relative humidity when a critical
humidity is exceeded, the order of the polynomial depending on
vertical velocity and height.

4.4.5
From study of the results, it was noted that a simple cloud prediction
scheme based on relative humidity gives realistic results for mid-latitude
synoptic systems. Inclusion of representation of specific cloud phenomena can
be used to improve realism in other circumstances, e.g. the model's convection
scheme may be used to forecast tropical cloud or marine stratocumulus may be
explicity added. The problem of an overly moist boundary layer in many models
may be circumvented by varying the threshold of relative humidity above which
cloud is predicted at these levels. Alternatively a relative humidity estimate obtained from vertically averaging over an appropriate depth of the
atmosphere may be employed. The inclusion of a vertical velocity dependence
leads to reduction of the cloud amounts predicted in areas of subsidence.
However, these are relatively minor refinements and do not alter the main
finding of the overall similarity of the cloud fields generated by the various
algorithms examined. The conclusion drawn is that, as one would expect, the
primary variable determining model-predicted clouds is relative humidity and,
in practice, there is little sensitivity to the formulation of the dependence
on this variable, provided that the cloud algorithm has been tuned to a
particular model's relative humidity distribution.
4.4.6
Following on the above result, the next natural step is to compare
different models' relative humidity fields. It had become clear at an early
stage during the overall cloud/radiation intercomparison that relative
humidity values differed systematically from one model to another and this was
an important factor complicating the interpretation of results. The third
paper therefore presented a comparison of relative humidities from the ECMWF
and Meteorological Office models in order to quantify differences.
Thi.s
initial comparison was made between the respective analyses for 12Z,
··~-~--;u~~·:tqJ:JJJaX~Y:~l9~19_.~It-was.._found~tha.Lthe__gene.r.aL_p.at.t.e.r:.r:L~.of~hum.idi-t-¥-~dis-t.r-ibu"" .
tion in the two analyses was similar, but that Meteorological office values
were systematically higher (approximately 10% difference) except at upper
levels in the sub-tropics. The ECMWF fields also appeared to be considerably
smoother.
4.4.1
The Working Group considered the implications of the _fon~_gQ.!_f!.g_results ___ _
--for- ffi.e--futi.lre-conduct of the intercomparison exercise. I t was concluded that
further activity should concentrate on:
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( i)

comparison of analysed and forecast relative humidity fields
with verification against observations whenever possible;

(ii)

comparisons of model predictions of
particularly boundary layer and
emphasis on the validation of cloud
not determined solely by the relative

A Gilchrist
activity.

agreed

to

undertake

the

specific types of clouds,
convective clouds, with
characteristics which are
humidity.

organization of

further

appropriate

4.4.8
The Working Group was informed of the status of the International
satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and was pleased to hear that the
first products had now been received by various scientific groups. A preliminary study and evaluation of the products were being undertaken at ECMWF
and the Chairman agreed to inform the Working Group of the results obtained.
4.5

Sea-Ice

4. 5.1
Straightforward tests of the sensitivity of the atmospheric circulation to variations in ice boundaries may be carried out using general circulation models. At its sixth session, the Working Group had taken note of proposals for a range of such sensitivity and modelling studies suggested in the
report of the meeting of experts on "Sea Ice and Climate Modelling" (Geneva,
December 1983).
Relevant experiments were being undertaken in the United
Kingdom Meteorological Office and the Canadian Climate Centre and the working
Group was informed of the latest results being obtained.
4.5.2
on the basis of the variety of ice boundary experiments of this type
that had now been performed, the Working Group tried to assess the importance
of sea-ice anomalies in atmospheric variability as indicated by numerical
models. Many earlier experiments, in which large changes in ice extent were
introduced, had led to significant responses in the modelled climate. Whilst
these experiments were useful for indicating the extreme atmospheric response,
the ice cover changes introduced were well beyond any natural fluctuations
found in the observational record.
some recent studies have attempted to
model the atmospheric response to observed fluctuations, and, in particular,
an experiment at the Canadian Climate Centre has been carried out with the
extreme ice limits observed in 1972. on the scale of the model grid, however,
the status of only a dozen or so grid-points was changed from ocean to ice.
The simulated northern hemisphere winter climate obtained was compared to the
previously established model climatology.
Locally, substantial changes in
sensible and latent heat fluxes in the region of the modified ice boundaries
were apparent with associated local responses in parameters such as mean sea
level pressure. These were physically consistent with modifications in the
ice cover but were not generally significant. overall, for modest changes in
ice boundaries, clear changes in the model climate are confined to the region
crf-mmr"tf~i"'e~d-tce ~cover.

4.5.3
The Working Group considered that these results from numerical experiments, together with the data studies summarized in the report on "Sea ice and
climate modelling", indicate that the large-scale atmospheric response to ice
------eever-ehanges~is--net-!:.Lt-I'eng-comparen-to-its-n-atura-1-var:tahi-tity-.-Tht--s-tn-t--u-r~n-----__j

___sug~es_ts-that-ice-boundar-y-changes-ma¥---nGt~need-tG-be-eens-ider-ed-f'er~stud-ies--,----·~
in, at least, the first stream of climate research and likewise that interactive ice models may not be necessary for numerical integrations on timescales of a month or two.
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4.6

Simulations of climate effects of increased atmospheric co2

4.6.1
The Working Group had reviewed in detail the question of the effect of
increased C02 on climate change as indicated by modelling studies at its
sixth session (Liege, May 1984: see section 5, WGNE-VI report), and therefore, at the present session, limited its discussion to a consideration of new
results since then.
In particular, it was noted that results from several
atmospheric general circulation models with fixed-depth mixed layer oceans
(including realistic global geography and seasonal insolation) were now available for doubled C02. The GFDL model had recently been run with interactive
cloudiness, yielding an equilibrium warming of about 3°C (rather than the
earlier 2°C result without interactive cloudiness), while the NCAR and GISS
models (both with interactive cloudiness) have yielded about 4°C warming. It
was also noted that several experiments are underway using coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models, but is premature to project their
equilibrium results.
4.6.2
The Working Group will continue to maintain an overview of experimentation in this area, urging that particular attention be given to the
diagnosis of the role of interactive cloudiness as a feedback mechanism in
regional variations of an overall global climate change induced by co 2 .
4.7

Land Surface Processes and Climate

4.7.1
The Working Group was informed that the first session of the
Scientific Steering Group on Land Surface Processes and Climate had taken
place in Geneva in January 1985. In the course of this session, the Steering
Group had reviewed the current formulation of land surface hydrological pro-cesses in general circulation models and the availability of the various data
sets required for both process studies and model validation. The Group had
also discussed proposed observational projects relevant to the study of land
surface processes in the context of the WCRP.
4. 7. 2
The Steering Group had considered that a proper parameterization of
land surface processes in general circulation models was an essential aspect
of climate simulation. However, the quality of the simulation also depended
on the faithful representation of other processes such as boundary layer exchanges, radiation transfer and convection. Therefore, the Steering Group had
recognized that the parameterization of land surface processes cannot be
easily tested in isolation from three-dimensional model runs and had suggested
that the Working Group consider implementation of a programme on tntercomparison of algorithms representing land surface processes in climate
models.
1\.s a first step, this comparison might be based on single column
computations, formulated so as to converge to a steady state diurnal oscillation, independent of initial conditions and to simulate a seasonal cycle of
land surface processes. The objective was to study the result of land surface
parameterizations coupled with the boundary layer and cloud/radiation treat~~-- ··-·~--ments~~~tnc·:i:dent-~so"l.-ar·---rad-i-a·t-:i:on,--geos-t-roph-i:c~w:i:nd-pro-f-i-}e~-(-i~e-;-~p·Pessupe-·

gradient), vertical motion and either net moisture convergence or the parameters calculated from the moisture budget (relative humidity, rainfall and
cloud cover) should be prescribed. Comparisons should be made over a range of
condittons.
4. 7. 3
The working--...Grour;>_ considered this suggestion of the Land surface
Processes Group.
It was pointed out that the Working Group, following the
request of the fourth session of JSC (Venice, March 1983), had invited modelling groups to carry out numerical experiments to test specific questions
related to the sensittvity of the general circulation to the treatment of land
surface processes and varying land surface conditions.
The working Group
therefore judged it premature to undertake any new initiatives in this area at

-
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present. However, further experiments would be of considerable interest when
data from the proposed land surface process observational projects were becom-ing available, providing a basis for validation of individual model treatments.
In the meantime, the Working Group would welcome comments from the
steering Group on how existing parameterization schemes might be refined
taking into consideration limitations on computing resources and the need to
represent several thousand square kilometres by one model grid point.
5.

CONSIDERATION OF ATMOSPHERIC DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TOGA PROGRAMME

5.1
The Working Group reviewed the draft statement of the observational
data requirements for TOGA, and felt that these were in general compatible
with the requirements for operational weather forecasting.
In response to
specific questions addressed to it regarding surface pressure and tropical
wind fields, the working Group considered that, on the basis of available
evidence, current operational observational/analysis methods did not provide
the required accuracy of 1 mb for the former in higher latitudes of the
southern hemisphere or of 3 ms-1 in the tropics for the latter, although
analyses were good enough to provide accurate forecasts for several days
ahead. A quantitative assessment of the current uncertainty in tropical and
southern hemisphere pressure and wind analyses will be undertaken.
5.2
The Working Group noted that extra observations of surface pressure
(e.g. from buoys in the southern oceans) and increased numbers of cloud-drift
winds in the tropics would obviously help to improve the quality of southern
hemisphere surface pressure and tropical wind analyses. However, to determine
exactly what would be needed to meet TOGA accuracy requirements would involve
significant efforts and use of resources (for example, numbers of observing
systems experiments). such work should be carried out in concert with TOGA
scientists to ensure the adequacy of the information for TOGA purposes. The
TOGA Scientific Steering Group was invited to indicate what priority they
wished to be given to such a study and to assist in identification of the
necessary resources (e.g. whether appropriate resources could be made available from national funds earmarked for the TOGA Programme).
5.3
WGNE also expressed the general view that current operational data
assimilation and analysis schemes are capable of yielding physically consistent estimates of the surface fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture as a
by-product of the analysis of surface and low-lev.el variables and suggested
that the TOGA Scientific Steering Group should take this possibility into
account in drawing up its implementation plans.
5.4
Concerning the operational production of tropical analyses, the
Working Group, at its sixth session in Liege (May 1984) had taken note of the
needs expressed by the TOGA Scientific steering Group for improved atmospheric
analysis and diagnostics in the tropical belt for the purpose of understanding
- ~-TooA~phenomena~-and-~th·e-\::once'rrr~-a~to~~avcri~la:J:rte-~lJsetvanonat-ucrta m5r-lre ing --~-
included in analyses produced operationally and to analysis quality now compared to that during the Global Weather Experiment. The working Group had
agreed that an attempt should be made to assess the amount of observational
data arriving after "cut-off" time and not included in analyses. The JPS had
------b.een-r-eques-t-ea-t-0-J:>F0V-ide-inf·e~Cma-t-ien-en-t-he-eur-r-ent-st-atus-of-t-he-da-t-a-ava-1.-l - - - - - - ab_iLHy_(_fr_om_conll.entional-sour-ces.• -air.craEt-and-ships-)-.--li'-inal-1-Y-·-it-had-been---suggested that a standardized computed analysis error for one of the special
Observing Periods should be compared with a similar period in 1984 on the
basis of current operational analyses.
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5. 5
In respect of the first of the above points, it was noted that,
although, in several centres, the operational "cut-off" was quite short
(3-4 hours), many centres carried out a later analysis including all the data
which had subsequently arrived.
In the case of the United Kingdom Meteorological Office, this was after about 11 hours. No late analysis was made at
ECMWF but here the data "cut-off" ranged from 8 hours for the main analysis at
1200Z to 18 hours for the analysis at 1800Z. In this context the working
Group observed that, even after 12 hours, virtually no new relevant data were
received, and after 24 hours, because of the modus operandi of the www GTS
system, by definition, there would be no later data.
5.6
The representative of the JPS reported information obtained from the
World Weather Watch Department at WMO concerning the current status of data
availability.
For conventional data (i.e. surface and upper air observations), there was a small decrease compared to the number of observations in
the FGGE Level II-b data set.
I t was reported that ECMWF was compiling
figures on data flow and availability which would be presented to an informal
meeting on TOGA atmospheric data management which would take place at ECMWF in
early March. An appraisal could then be made of any problem areas.
5.7
For ship reports and aircraft data, the situation was somewhat
different.
There were special problems with availability of ship data and
some reports might only come to hand after a considerable time. However a
gradual improvement in this situation might be anticipated as a result of the
introduction of automatic ship reporting and improved data collection using
satellite systems such as INMARSAT or meteorological satellites.
5.8
Regarding the overall quality of tropical analyses now as compared to
those during the Global Weather Experiment, the Working Group's preliminary
study of this question indicated that, in some areas, the standardized error
figures appear better but in other areas are worse especially where geostationary satellite observations are missing. However, the Working Group stressed that. despite a modest decrease in data availability since the Global
Weather Experiment, the quality of analyses particularly in the tropics has
improved as a result of the developments in data assimilation methods and
techniques, e.g. diabatic initialisation.
5. 9
concerning possible benefits that might arise from a "delayed mode"
data collection and/or re--analysis the Working Group could not give firm
advice until it was clear what extra data would be available as a result of
such an exercise. The opinion was expressed that it would be more effective
to devote efforts to the improvement of the World Weather Watch to increase
data availability and timely arrival of data than to expend substantial resources on "delayed mode" data collection and re-analysis.
6.

GARP RELATED MATTERS

6.1

outstanding FGGE Data Management Aspects

6 .1.1
The Working Group was informed of the status of the Final FGGE Level
II-b data set.
Following the discovery of a number of discrepancies in the
first version of this data set, the Swedish Meteorological and Hy:drolog,_.,i""c""a_..l~~~
Institute had undertaken reprocessing, as discussed at the previous session of
-------me Workwg Group. The first products of the reprocessing had been evaluated
by a meeting of a group of experts at ECMWft' from 21-25 May 1984. Following
further corrections to the processing programmes, full production was subsequently carried out during the second half of 1984. All data tapes have now
been mailed to the World Data Centres, thus concluding the data collection and
processing activities which began at the start of 1978.
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6.1.2
'I'he Group was also informed that FXMW~' had recently begun reanalysi.s
of a substanti.al part of the new data set.
I t was planned to process the
periods from 5 December 1978 to 5 March 1979 and from 5 May to 31 July 1979,
that is encompassing the SOPs. Analyses would be made with the current operational ECMWF scheme based on the (T63) spectral model in use on 1 January
1985, but including revised parameterizations, notably a representation of
shallow convection.
Comparc~d to the data assimilation system used for
the
preparation of the F'GGE Level III-b data sets, based on an N48 grid-poi.nt
model, there are several important di.fferences such as the vertical interpolation of increments, new optimum interpolation structure functions, improved
humidity analysis, diabatic non-1 tnear normal model i.nitial:i.sation, new radiation and cloud schemes. Additional diagnostics as recommended by the specialised seminars held to review the results of the Global weather Experiment (see
section 6.2 of this report) were being produced during the reanalysis. The
timetable would be constrained by the availability of computer resources, but
it was hoped that most analyses would be available by the end of 1985.
6.1.3
The working Group was pleased to learn of these activities.
In view
of the discrepancies that had been found between the original III-b data sets
as prepared by ECMWF and GFDL and the general improvement of data assimilation
schemes since then, the Working Group reiterated its earlier recommendation
that as many other groups as possible carry out reanalysis of the Final II-b
data.
It was considered particularly important that GFDL, as the primary
III-b producer in addition to ECMw~·. be active in this regard. The periods
10-31 January from SOP-I and 5-25 June from SOP-II continue to be regarded as
the highest priority for reanalysis, but the period from 8-·20 July was also of
particular interest from the point of view of behaviour of the Asian monsoon.
Further, analyses for the whole of January and July were encouraged in order
to provide good climatologies for these months and as a basts for circulation
diagnostics.
6.1. 4
It was noted that the CAS Co--ordinating Group on Experimentation in
Numerical Weather Prediction at its first session (see section 3 .1. in this
report) had agreed that its chairman should contact the chairman of the Working Group with a view to sending a joint letter to relevant groups drawing
attention to the priority periods for reanalysis, and soliciting intentions
and timetables for any such reanalysis.
The Working Group considered that
this was appropriate and requested its chairman to take action in this
regard.
Clearly co--ordination of this type of activity in future would be
simplified if the Working Group's proposal of a merged WGNE/CGE group were
adopted.
6.2

The.conference on the Results of the Global.Weather Experiment

6. 2.1
'I'he Working Group was informed of the latest details of the arrangements for the Conference on the Results of the Global Weather Experiment and
their Implications for the world Weather Watch to be held in Geneva in May
-~~~~.~-- ~l.985-.-~~he-W0F-k~:i:flg-(,}F0tl[!>-a·l·se--r-ev·i"ewed~t:'he-re-su·l·ts-o·f~ttre-roliT- spec ia rtsml-·
seminars which had taken place during the autumn of 1984 (see para 2.1 (i)) at
which specific scientific aspects of the Global weather Experiment were discussed in-depth. The conclusions of the seminars will form the basis for reviews at the Conference itself.
All the seminars had been organized in a
_ _ _ _ _____,s~i~m~llar___w_ay_with_a_sar-ies-of--se-isn-t-i-f--iG--p-r::e-sent-a-t-iens-be-ing-fe>-1-lowed-by-two•----
days of group acitivity devoted to drafJ:ing_a_r_e~iew_of_the--s-tatus-of---
scientific understanding and development in each particular area, an account
of progress as a result of the Global Weather Experiment, and a discussion of
outstanding problems and recommendations on the direction that future research.
should take. The proceedings of the seminars (including both the scientific
presentations and full summaries of group discussions) are being publtshed
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(the seminar on data assimilation and observing system experiments by ECMWF,
the others in the GARP Special Report series) and will be available as background documentation at the main conference l.n Geneva.
The principal conclusions and recommendations are summarized in the following paragraphs.
Seminar on s~atus of _data_ assimilJ!_tion__and ___ observing
(ECMWF, Reading, UK, September 1984)

system

experiments

There have been striking advances in data assimilation techniques in
recent years which can be traced to the incentive provided by the need to
exploit properly the data gathered during FGGE.
Asynoptic and single-level
data available from satellites and other observing platforms are now used in
an objective fc!shion tn the construction of an initial state for forecasting
models. The FGGE data have provided an excellent basis for observing systems
experiments aimed at the design of an optimum observing system, using the best
mix of observational techniques.
In particular, it has been found that
temperature soundings from polar orbiting satellites are an essential element
of the global observing system because of thel.r unHormity, global extent and
regular availability but that satellite data must be supplemented by other
systems providing additional and complementary information, a good radiosonde
network being of particular importance in this regard. However, insufficient
effort has been devoted to observing systems experiments and there are still
uncertainties in interpretation of the results being obtained.
6.2.2

The main recommendations from thts seminar concerned the need for
further observing system and observing system simulation experiments.
To
obtaln results of relevance to the operational www system, account should be
taken of the dHference between FGGE and present operational data sets. For
example, it is likely that the results of the experiments for the southern
hemisphere are very dependent on the presence or absence of the large number
of buoys which were available only during FGGE.
Further effort must be
devoted to further evaluation of the tropical observing systems and of the
data requirements for short and very short range forecasting. Operationally,
there is a need for a more comprehensive exchange on the GTS of a variety of
data of potentia.! value for the improvement of analyses, and for interchange
of data monitoring statistics among forecasting centres.
6.2.3

~eminar on proqress__ made _in _!:ropigal JJleteoroloqy as __ a results of the Global
weather Expefiment_ and _it§_ reqionctl__.fs>mponents
(Florida state university,
Tallahassee, U.S.A., October 1984)

6.2.4
Much extra data was provided i.n tropical regions as a result of GARP
not only as a result of the Global Weather Experiment itself, but its regional
components, summer and winter MONEX, WAMEX, and preceding these, GATE. As a
result, a much clearer picture of the tropical circulation has emerged, includtng the c~xtent and importance of cross--equatortal flow.
I t has been
possible to study phenomena such as the 10-·20, and 30--50 day oscillations i.n
some d(~tai l. The,_.geogra,gJli.9.i!.l.__lqcat,JQo of hM.t~sruu::..<::..e.s___g__oJ:L.J:>inks and_als.o__tlle_~-----
verttcal distribution of heating and moistening occurring as a result of deep
cumulus convection have become better defined.
This has led to an improved
appreciation of the nature and role of convecti.ve systems in the tropics in
particular and the global circulation tn general.
The importance of the
appropriate parametertzation of deep convection for tropical analysis and predictions has also been demonstrated. Further, for the first time, a realistic
-est-imate ot aTa15aT1c-neating l.ntne tropl:Cs has-been provided, leading to the-realization of the importance of including this in the i.nitialization procedure tn tropical regions, with signiflcant benefits for tropical prediction. Also for the first time, detailed studies of the dynamlcal and thermodynamical processes associated with the Asian and West African monsoon active
and break periods have been possible and relationships with the global
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circulation as a whole established. The results of the foregoing can be seen
in the striking progress in terms of modelling tropical circulation features
and their prediction. Prior to GARP, tropical disturbances were not accurately represented and predictive skill was very low. Now, transient disturbances
such as easterly waves can be analysed and predicted with significant sk.ill
for three days or more.
6.2.5
Looking to the future, it was considered that the data collected
during the Global Weather Experiment would continue to provide a valuable
basis for research in tropical meteorology provided that it were periodially
reanalysed. In the longer term. there is a need for a programme of intercomparison of operationally produced tropical analyses in order to assess
their model dependency and the effect that different deep convective parameterizations may have on estimates of the large-scale divergent wind-field in
the tropics. use of new types of data, such as cloudiness, is necessary in
order to define smaller scale divergent circulations. Further work is required to determine the nature of the 10-20 day and 30-50 day oscillations. as
well as the role of the Tibetan plateau in Asian monsoonal circulations (i.e.
as a heat source in summer, and a mechanical block in winter). More detailed
investigations of the West African monsoon should be made and the means to
foster local research activity in this region developed.
seminar on diagnostic studies of the global circulation based on data
collected in the Global Weather Experiment (University of Helsinki, Finland,
August 1984)
6.2.6
The quality, consistency and global extent of the FGGE data have permitted improved regional, hemispheric and global analysis and refined estimates of the mass. momentum and energy budgets.
For the first time, a
physically realistic picture of momentum and energy balance in the tropics and
southern hemisphere and, qualitatively, of the global distribution of heat
sources and sinks is available. studies of the global energy cycle have given
a further range of estimates for the planetary scale exchange of total energy,
its components and the values of transformation terms. Specific investigations into mountain and frictional torques, interhemispheric exchange and
interactions between different scales of motion have been possible as well as
an examination and description in detail of the propagation of global Rossby
modes, 30-50 day fluctuations and monsoonal circulations. The full importance
and deficiencies in the estimation of the divergent part of the wind field in
the tropics have become apparent.
6.2.7
The priority recommendation made was that new Level III-b analyses for
at least the two Special Observing Periods be prepared using the most recent
data assimilation schemes and the FGGE Final Level II-b data set. Additionally, it was suggested that, in order to exploit fully this second generation of
analyses for the entire range of diagnostic studies and to be able to understand more clearly differences that occur, analysis centres should be urged to
~~~-~-~~--~ -~~pr.:ov-:Lde.--a-ae-ta-:i:-l-ed-~-deel:lmenl:-a-t-ieH-ef-t:he-modi:f-l:ca·t--i-on-of-obs·eTva·t·iuna-1-da-t·a~tn· ····· · ·

all stages of the assimilation process, and to make available both initialized
and uninitialized fields when produced.
Strong efforts are necessary to
improve the accuracy of analyses of water vapour and of the boundary layer.
Seminar_oo pr.ogress---1.n numectcal-modellinq and the-under-Standing of pr:ed-iGt
ability (Sigtuna, Sweden, October 1984)
6.2.8
As a result of the GARP activities, a truly global data base sufficient to resolve all important synoptic scale transient features even in the
tropics and southern hemisphere was provided, establishing a sound basis for
modelling and prediction experiments on a global scale.
In the southern
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hemisphere and tropics especially, overall predictive skill has increased considerably as a result of GARP and this increase has been maintained because of
the continuation of improved global observational coverage since that time as
well as development in modelling techniques and computing resources. In addi-tion, the FGGE data sets have facilitated a series of model intercomparisons
which have proven to be very beneficial for both research and operations.
Regarding the numerical techniques used for weather prediction models,
significant progress in both efficiency and accuracy has been made during the
10 year period of GARP activities. The results of all these advances is that
global models, finite difference or spectral with horizontal resolution (or
equivalent in spectral terms) of 150 km, are now used operationally. Forecasts of, for example, sea-level pressure are provided which have an accuracy
(as measured by tendency correlations) at three days comparable to that
achieved at one day by the operational models of the early 1970s.
6.2.9
The priority recommendation from this seminar was for continued predictability studies, particularly to find how forecast skill depends on the
initial analysis and to what extent there is potential for improvement in
skill for forecasting in different scales depending on the definition of the
initial state.
continuing investigations of the optimum resolution to be
employed for different models and time-scales, improved numerical techniques
(especially the vertical co-ordinate system), and the development of intergrated parameterization schemes are also necesssary.
6.2.10 Hitherto, co-ordination and monitoring of research activities in the
subjects of these seminars have been undertaken by the Working Group.
The
recommendations arising from the seminars relate both to the development of
numerical weather prediction (e.g. preparation of and experiments using the
new FGGE III-b analyses, comparative forecast experiments, studies in respect
of predictability inherent in the initial state) and climate modelling (e.g.
development of parameterization schemes, experimentation to assess the effect
of external f~rcing, ocean/atmosphere interaction).
Recommendations will
accordingly be taken up by the CAS Co-ordinating Group on Numerical Weather
Prediction or the Working Group, or by a merged group.
6.2.11 The working Group noted finally that no fewer than three of its
members were making presentations at the conference, the Group itself had
organized one of the four specialised scientific seminars that had been
arranged in preparation for the Conference and two of its members were responsible for the organization of two of the others. The seminars were considered
to have been highly successful in achieving their objectives, summarising well
the considerable progress made during the GARP years, highlighting the remaining problems and giving appropriate recommendations for future action. The
working Group considered that the interest in the seminars and their output
augured well for the main Conference on the Global Weather Experiment in May
1985.
6.3

Numerical Experimentation related to WAMEX

6. 3.1
Numerical experimentation using WAMEX data has been carried out at
Florida state university under the guidance of T. Krishnamurti and some preliminary results indicating the impact of WAMEX data on analyses and forecasts
have been obtained. The Working Group agreed that the time was now ripe to
extend the scope of the experimentation and to organize comparative forecast
exp~ rtmerrts-fur-rh-e-wAMEx-regton--m,-tng--wAMEX-a.a:to.- ana encour agea------as-ma~
modelling groups as possible to participate.
6.3.2
Forecasts should be made for as many as possible of the specific cases
of interest during the WAMEX period selected by WAMEX scientists:
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(i)

ll-17 May 1979, marked by a northward excursion of the monsoon
through the WAMEX area and abundant moisture influx into the
region;

(ii)

11-17 June 1979, when there was a predominance of monsoon
oscillation and deepening of the moist layer;

(iii)

16-22 July 1979, well established monsoon;

(iv)

21-27 August 1979, abnormally wet weather instead of a "little
dry season".

Forecasts should begin from 12Z on the first date given for each case, and
continued for six days.
6.3.3
Initial data for the experiments will be provided on magnetic tape by
Florida State University (including both the FGGE III-b analysis and supplemental WAMEX data). Precipitation data are also available. Modelling groups
are also invited to carry out their own re-analysis and prepare forecasts from
these.
6.3.4
The domain of interest is 20°N to l0°S, 40°W to 30°E and forecasts of
the following parameters will be compared:
(i)
( ii)
( iii)

(iv)
(V)

daily precipitation totals
wind field 850, 200 mb
temperature 850, 200 mb
simulated cloud fields
relative humidity 850 mb

6.3.5
T. Krishnamurti will undertake organization and co-ordination of these
experiments, including provision of detailed information on the format of the
forecast results to be supplied.
6.4

Numerical experimentation related to ALPEX

6.4.1
I t was reported that the ALPEX data set has been reprocessed and
earlier errors removed. Several modelling groups were known to be carrying
out experiments and the Working Group welcomed this activity, encouraging also
further experiments with the reprocessed data. No detailed results were reported at this session of the Working Group, but the Scientific Conference on
the Results of ALPEX to take place in Venice in the autumn would no doubt provide a forum for review of results.
7.

PUBLICATIONS

- ~-----7-.+ --~~~The--~wo rk-:i:n g-~csroup-- was~·:trrforme·d·~·of· -·t h-e-~pub~l rccrtt··on··-ue--·~p-<rrTs·--:1:-rr··me -·
several GARP and WCRP series. The Working Group went on to consider the
future of the WCRP Numerical Experimentation Series for which it is directly
responsible.
It was agreed that, in future, this would become either a
publication of the merged JSC/CAS numerical experimentation group proposed in
______,s.ection-3-.-1-o:r::-a-jotn-t-pub-1-iGa-t-ien-ef'-t-he-Wer--k-ing-Greu~-and-t;-he-eAs-ee-----
ord in at ing_ Gr_g_yp__i_f__the___s_ugges_t_Lon__to_mer_ge_was_no_t _accepted_by_t he_Jsc_or-WMO--- -- - --Executive Council.

7. 2
The only publication foreseen at present in the Numerica.l Experimentation Series was the latest progress report on "Research Activities in Atmospheric and oceanic Modelling". The circular letter calling for contributions
would be distributed as soon as possible and the report .should be compiled and
issued by mid-summer.
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8.

DATE AND PLACE OF' NEXT SESSION

8.1
The 'Working Group considered that it would be convenient i f its next
session, the eighth, could be held in conjunction with the planned workshop
intercomparing results from sea surface temperature -sensitivity experiments
taking place from 9--12 December at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado (see section 4.1).
Arrangements for the next
session would be concluded following consideration of the Working Group s
future at the JSC and WMO Executive council.
1

9.

CLOSURE OF THE SESSION

9.1
In closing the session, the Chairman, on behalf of the participants
thanked Professor Krishnamurti for the excellent arrangements he had made for
the working Group s session at the Florida State University in Tallahassee.
The working Group was very grateful for the first class meeting facilities and
environment which had contributed so much to the accomplishments of this
session.
The Chairman also asked that the working Group s appreciation be
conveyed to Professor Krishnamurti S secretarial staff for their support,
including so much prompt and accurate typing.
All members of the working
Group had thoroughly enjoyed their visit to Tallahassee and the generous
hospitality and entertainment that had been arranged.
1

1

1

9. 2
Professor 'W. L. Gates reminded participants that Dr. L. Bengtsson
would be resigning from membership and chairmanship of the Working Group
following this session.
Dr. Bengtsson had become a member of the Working
Group in 1974 and had been Chairman since 1978. over the years, he had contributed an enormous amount to the work of the Group, both at the sessions
themselves and, so often, by taking a leading role in organizing Working Group
initiatives.
He had been an extremely active member and because of his
interest, ECM'WF was always a key contributor to Working Group activities. on
behalf of members, Professor Gates thanked Dr. Bengtsson for all his work,
advice and guidance which was going to be very much missed. Nonetheless he
hoped that Dr. Bengtsson would maintain his interest in the Working Group and
encourage ECM'WI:'' to continue to contribute to its activities.
9.3
The seventh session of the working Group on Numerical Experimentation
was closed at 1200 hours on 22 February 1985.
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